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ABSTRACT

Terminologies are becomingmore important tomodern day society as technology and sci-
ence continue to grow at an accelerating rate in a globalized environment. Agreeing upon
which terms should be used to represent which concepts and how those terms should be
translated into different languages is important if wewish to be able to communicate with
as little confusion and misunderstandings as possible.

Since the 1990s, an increasing amount of terminology research has been devoted to facili-
tating and augmenting terminology-related tasks by using computers and computational
methods. One focus for this research is Automatic Term Extraction (ATE).

In this compilation thesis, studies on both bilingual and monolingual ATE are presented.
First, two publications reporting on how bilingual ATE using the align-extract approach
can be used to extract patent terms. The result in this case was 181,000manually validated
English-Swedish patent terms which were to be used in a machine translation system for
patent documents. A critical component of the method used is the Q-value metric, pre-
sented in the third paper, which can be used to rank extracted term candidates (TC) in an
order that correlates with TC precision. The use of Machine Learning (ML) inmonolingual
ATE is the topic of the two final contributions. The first ML-related publication shows that
rule induction based ML can be used to generate linguistic term selection patterns, and in
the second ML-related publication, contrastive n-gram language models are used in con-
junction with SVM ML to improve the precision of Term Candidate (TC)s selected using
linguistic patterns.
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Swedish Research Council.
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1 Introduction

Terminologies are playing an increasing role in the society of today. The
combination of an accelerated rate of information production and the in-
crease in speed atwhich information travels hasmany consequences, and
raises many issues. If we humans are to both produce and consume more
information in less time while maintaining or even improving the con-
tent quality, we need all the help we can get.

For specialized domains, using the correct terminology plays amajor part
in efficient communication. Creating and maintaining a terminology how-
ever, has been, and still is, a time consuming activity. A terminology con-
tains definitions of domain-specific concepts and the termswhich represent
these concepts. A terminology also contains information on how the dif-
ferent concepts are related to each other. Having a common terminology
within a subject field, together with tools that integrate the terminology
with e.g. document authoring activities, can, among other things, reduce
the number of possible communication errors.

Terminology Work (TW) (analyzing terminology and creating a termino-
logy), terminography (publishing terminology reference works), and ter-
minology management are all tasks within the field of terminology which
have traditionally been performedwithout the aid of computers. All tasks
involve dealingwith relatively large data setswith complex dependencies
and relationships.

For example, to create and publish a domain-specific terminology, ter-
minologists would manually extract possible terms, i.e. term candidates,
either by analyzing domain-specific literature or by interviewing domain
experts. The relations between term candidates would then be dissemi-
nated, and where necessary the terminologist would consult domain ex-
perts. Finally, the terms are structured into defined concepts which are
then published as a work of reference.

Terminology Management (TM) is defined as “any deliberate manipula-
tion of terminological information” (Wright & Budin, 1997, p. 1). This in-
cludes work that needs to be done when updating published terminology
1) by adding new terms and concepts, 2) by revising existing concepts e.g.
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1. Introduction

by joining or splitting them, or 3) by deprecating old terms. These tasks
can be quite complex and the complexity can grow further depending
on how many channels the terminology is published through, e.g. tradi-
tional book, web database, database which is integrated into authoring or
translator’s tools etc.

The field of Computational Terminology (CT) studies howcomputationalmeth-
ods can be of use when performing Terminology Work. For various rea-
sons, the introduction and implementation of computerswithin termino-
logy-related tasks have not been as fast or as aggressive as in other areas,
and even today, the most common level of computerization in practice
is using Microsoft Excel spread sheets, and Microsoft Word documents,
and in some cases rather unsophisticated term databases. More advanced
tools are becoming available, but are not widely used.

1.1 Automatic Term Extraction

Automatic Term Extraction (ATE) uses computational methods to pro-
duce term candidates for further processing when either performing ter-
minology work or e.g. terminology maintenance tasks within TM (see 4
formore onATE).Most ATE research ismonolingual and roughly involves
first extracting possible term candidates and then ranking them by de-
gree of termness or termhood (see 4.3). There has also been work done
on bilingual term extraction (see 4.5).

1.1.1 Related fields

The methods used in ATE are similar to or sometimes shared with other
problem domains. Automatic Glossary Extraction (AGE) is very simillar to
ATE, The end product, a glossary, can however be less formal than a pub-
lished terminology. For example, where a terminology provides concept
definitions and terms which represent them, it is fine for a glossary to
provide a more less formal description to each entry. Information Retrieval
(IR) is also a related field, and many early methods used in ATE were in-
spired by, or borrowed from IR research. As terms represent concepts,
there is often an overlap between the terminology contained within a
document, and word-units which are important to index in IR. Another
related field is that of Automatic Keyword Extraction (AKE), one important
difference compared to ATE however, is that in AKE only themost impor-
tant keywords are of interest, not all possible keywords.

1.2 Research questions

The task of Automatic Term Extraction (ATE) is concerned with applying
computational methods to term extraction. This thesis aims to research

2



1.3. Thesis Focus and Contributions

the following topics within the area of Computational Terminology (CT):

1. Which steps are needed to integrate ATE into Terminology Work?
2. What opportunities are there for Machine Learning in ATE?

The first question is important as it puts ATE research into a context. In
this context we can also try to understand what is really important for
ATE to be useful. Stating that an implementation of the ATE method is
not enough to perform efficient Terminology Work is relatively trivial.
What is less trivial is identifying and putting the scaffolds into place that
enable ATE to be useful.

In TerminologyWork, terminologistswork togetherwithdomain experts,
examining various documentswith the goal of defining concepts and their
relations to each other. During this process, especially when using com-
putational methods, much data and meta-data is produced. The second
question relates to the availability of this data – Can we use this data to
teach computational systems to perform valuable tasks? Being able to ap-
plymachine learning to specific tasks could reduce the development time
otherwise needed to build software which solves these specific tasks.

1.3 Thesis Focus and Contributions

The work presented in this thesis focuses on the area of ATE in general,
and applying machine learning and contrastive n-gram language models
to ATE in particular. Besides the contributions made in the published re-
search papers, this thesis also aims to present an overviewof the different
approaches to ATE that have been developed throughout the years.

The first two papers contributing to this thesis deal with bilingual au-
tomatic term extraction. More specifically, they deal with how bilingual
term extraction can be used in a real life setting (Foo &Merkel, 2010), and
how ametricmeasuring translation consistency can be used to rank term
candidates (Merkel & Foo, 2007).

Thebilingual extraction approach applied inMerkel and Foo (2007),Merkel
et al. (2009), Foo and Merkel (2010) was the align-extract approach using a
single selection language. After validating terms fromabilingual termex-
traction process we have a bilingual term list. If the extraction approach
used was an align-extract approach using single sided selection, we now
have terms in a second language for which we did not have a term can-
didate selection mechanism for. Would it not be great if we had a way of
using this new data to configure a monolingual extraction environment?
This is the background of the the third and fourth papers which relate to
machine learning applied to monolingual term extraction.

3



1. Introduction

Contributions

The research contributing to this thesis has been published as four peer-
reviewed publications presented at conferences and terminology work-
shops, and one paper presented at a conference and published in the con-
ference proceedings. The contributions of these and this thesis are the
following;

• an overview of the existing field of Computational Terminology
and an introduction to the developing field of Computational Ter-
minology Management

• a case study from a large bilingual patent term extraction project
(Foo & Merkel, 2010; Merkel et al., 2009)

• a presentation of theQ-valuemetric successfully used to rankbilin-
gual term candidates, strongly indicating that terms are translated
consistently (Merkel & Foo, 2007)

• a presentationof novel and successful use of a rule-induction learn-
ing system (in this case, Ripper) applied toATE (Foo&Merkel, 2010)

• a study of how SVM machine learning can be applied to term ex-
traction together with contrastive n-gram language models (Foo,
2011).

1.4 Thesis Outline

Before presenting the results and discussing the research performed, a
background of the relevant fields is given. The main concepts in the field
of terminology are presented togetherwith how computers, software and
computational methods have been applied to the field. Relevant term ex-
traction research is also reviewed before presenting the methods used in
the published work. The results from the published work is then sum-
marized followed by a discussion. The full papers are available as appen-
dices.
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2 Terminology

The term terminology is ironically an ambiguous term, and can represent
three separate concepts. Terminology can either refer to 1) “Terminology
science, [the] interdisciplinary field of knowledge dealing with concepts
and their representations”, 2) an “aggregate of termswhich represent the
system of concepts of an individual subject field”, or 3) a “publication in
which the system of concepts of a subject field is represented by terms”
(Felber, 1984, p. 1). Analyzing, defining and naming concepts is referred
to as terminology work and publishing the results of this work is referred
to as terminography.

The field of terminology (Terminology Science) is a polymethodologi-
cal and polytheoretical field, and methods and theories tend to differ
between practitioners in different countries. Ongoing work is however
being done at the International Organization for Standardization (ISO),
specifically within ISO Technical Committee 37 (ISO/TC 37)1, aimed at
providing a common standard related to terminology work. The ISO his-
tory behind the creation of the ISO terminology standards originate from
Eugene Wüster’s2 work and the so called Vienna school of terminology
(Felber, 1984, p. 18, 31).

2.1 Domain specificity

A terminology is always domain-specific. Some practical consequences of
this is that a term may represent two different concepts in different do-
mains. For example, the term “pipe” refers to different concepts in differ-
ent domain. A terminology will only include the concept and definition
relevant to one specific domain. It is also ideal for a single domain not to
use a term to represent more than one concept.

1ISO/TC 37 is the Technical Committee within ISO that prepares standards and
other documents concerning methodology and principles for terminology and language
resources.

2Eugene Wüster, (1898-1977) was born in Wieselburg, Austria and is considered the
founder of the Vienna school of terminology
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2. Terminology

Thought or reference

Refers to

Sy
mbo

liz
es

Symbol ReferentStands for

Figure 2.1: The triangle of reference. Adapted from Ogden and Richards (1972,
p. 11).

2.2 Terminological structure

The semiotic triangle, or the triangle of reference (Ogden & Richards,
1972, p. 11) is a commonly used model in linguistics, semantics and semi-
otics which describes how linguistic symbols e.g. words, are related to
actual objects in the world, referents, and thoughts. Figure 2.1 is an adap-
tation of the original diagram. It was used by Ogden and Richards (1972)
as a tool to discuss meaning as conveyed using language. Various mean-
ings of a statement can be discussed by understanding the relation be-
tween symbols, thoughts or references, and referents. Ogden also states
that there is no link between symbol (e.g. a word) and referent, except for
the link which connects the two through thought;

Words, as everyone knows ‘mean’ nothing by themselves […]. It is
only when a thinker makes use of them that they stand for any-
thing, or in one sense, have ‘meaning.’ (Ogden & Richards, 1972,
p. 9)

The structure used in terminology is similar to that proposed by Ogden
and Richards, and Sager (1990, p. 13) puts forward the following three
three dimensions of terminology:

1. the cognitive dimension which relates the linguistic forms to their
conceptual content, i.e. the referents in the real world;

2. the linguistic dimensionwhich examines the existing andpotential
forms of the representation of terminologies;

6



2.2. Terminological structure

concept

definition

term
object

Figure 2.2: The terminology pyramid, adapted from Suonuuti (2001, p. 13)

3. the communicative dimensionwhich looks at the use of terminolo-
gies and has to justify the human activity of terminology compila-
tion and processing.

In essence we have a system where a sole human in the middle is the sole
mediator between symbols (linguistic or other), and referents. This can
be problematicwhenusing symbols to communicate. The fact that no link
exists between Ogden’s symbol and referent, and the impossibility of ex-
amining other people’s thoughts as argued by e.g. Nagel (1974), leads to
a serious problem when we need to communicate precisely, clearly, and
efficiently. This is where terminology comes in. Suonuuti (2001) presents
a figure, commonly referred to as the terminology pyramid (fig. 2.2), of an
extended version of the semiotic triangle which includes a fourth node—
definition. The definition provides an accessible and explicit shared rep-
resentation of the thought. Another way of thinking of the definition is
to see it as what Clark and Brennan (1991) call common ground.

The three original nodes in the semiotic triangle use partially different
designators that correspond to terminological structure; concept (thought),
term (symbol), object. The ISO standard “ISO 704:2009” provides the fol-
lowing definitions:

concept 1) depicts or corresponds to objects or sets of objects; 2) is repre-
sented or expressed in language by designations or by definitions;
3) concepts are organized into concept systems;

7



2. Terminology

definition defines, represents or describes the concept.
designation (terms, appellations or symbols) 1) designate or represent

a concept 2) is attributed to a concept;
object an object is perceived or conceived and can be abstracted or con-

ceptualized into concepts

2.2.1 Concepts

In terminology, the thought at the top of the triangle of reference is re-
placed with concept. The relation between the objects and concepts can
be described as an abstraction process which takes us from the properties
of an object to characteristics of a concept. The difference between prop-
erties and characteristics is similar to the difference in object oriented
programming between a field in a class and its realization in an instance
of that class. Concepts are classes, and objects are instances.

Delimiting characteristics

What defines a concept according to Suonuuti (2001) are its character-
isticts, however listing all characteristics of a concept is not reasonable.
What should be focused on instead, are the delimiting characteristics of
the concept (Suonuuti, 2001).

Delimiting characteristics are those characteristics that alone, or
togetherwith other characteristics, determine the concept and dif-
ferentiate it from other concepts. (Suonuuti, 2001, p. 13).

For example, to define the concept of a bowling ball, characterizing it as
spherical is not a delimiting characterization, as there are many other
concepts that have that characteristic.

Concept analysis

Concepts are organized into a concept system. The system describes how
concepts are related to each other. Three types of relations are possible
between concepts; generic, partitive, and associative. Most concept systems
contain concepts with all three types of relations and are called mixed
concept systems.

The generic relation between concepts is a hierarchical relation where a
superordinate concept is divided into one or more subordinate concepts.
Each subordinate concept can in turn have their own subdivision. Sub-
dividing a concept however, is not done arbitrarily. Each subdivision re-
quires a specific dimension of characteristics to divide the subordinate
concepts. For example, on a bicycle the superordinate concept breakmay

8



2.2. Terminological structure

be divided into the subconcepts rear break and front break, where the crite-
rion for each subdivision of the concept break is the location of the break
on the bicycle.

Partitive relations between concepts are hierarchical relations where sub-
ordinate concepts are parts of the superordinate whole. Several different
forms of partitive concept systems exist (Suonuuti, 2001). For example,
the whole in a partitive concept system may consist of similar parts (a
brick wall, built from identical bricks), or the whole may constituted of
different parts (a dagger which has a blade and a handle). The number of
parts in a concept system may or may not be essential, a 500 piece puzzle
necessarily consists of 500 pieces, whereas a keyboardmayhave a varying
number of keys. The system may also be closed or open, a closed system,
only allowing certain parts (e.g. the year), whereas an open system (e.g.
a computer) can consist of a different number of parts.

The third type of relation, the associative relation, is non-hierarchical and
includes relation which are resemble semantic or thematic roles. Exam-
ples of such relations are cause/effect, producer/product,material/product.

2.2.2 Definitions

Traditionally, the definitions have been the core of a terminological re-
source and Suonuuti (2001, p. 19) says that “The overall quality of ter-
minology work mainly depends on the quality of definitions.”. The defi-
nition serves as a textual account of the concept system, can be written
as an intensional3 definition or as an extensional4 definition. The intensional
definition describes a concept’s essential and delimiting characteristics . The
extensional definition lists the object covered by the concept. The inten-
sional definition can be used to directly translate general relations in a
concept system (examples below taken from Suonuuti (2001))

coniferous tree tree with needle-formed leaves and exposed or naked
seeds

fir coniferous tree of the genus abies
firewood wood for fuel
light-demanding tree tree preferring sunny habitat
noble gas 1) helium, neon, argon, krypton, xenon or radon 2) gas that in

the natural state is chemically inactive
tolerant tree tree preferring shade

3intensional (n): the internal content of a concept. intentional (adj): done on purpose;
deliberate (Oxford Dictionaries. April 2010)

4extensional (n): the range of a term or concept as measured by the objects which it
denotes or contains.

9



2. Terminology

tree tall plant with hard self-supporting trunk and branches that lives
for many years

wood hard fibrous material obtained from the stems and branches of
trees or shrubs

woodbin box for holding firewood

The above definitions are examples of intensional definitions, except for
the second definition of noble gas. The definition of tree also exemplifies
how partitive relations of a concept system can be incorporated into a
definition. The definitions of wood and woodbin, are examples of how as-
sociative relations can be translated into definitions.

2.2.3 Terms

“ISO 704:2009” defines a designation as something that represents a con-
cept. Terms and symbols are two kinds of designations. In this thesis how-
ever,we are primarily concernedwith terms— the linguistic representations
of concepts. There is no formal restriction on the allowed length of a term.
A term can consist of a single word, or several words. When publishing
a term in a work of reference, they are usually written in lower case and
using their un-inflected form.

Domain-specific communication is not by definition standardized or un-
ambiguous, and misunderstandings between two parties when it comes
to e.g. the specification of a product can lead to costly problems. By using
a standardized terminology, the number of possible misunderstandings
can be reduced, since it is clearly defined what concept is represented by
which term, and what the definition of that concept is.

It is important to appreciate the distinction between concepts and terms.
For example, the concept <tree>, is represented in the English language
by the term “tree”, and by the term “träd” in the Swedish language. The
concept <tree> is language independent and could as such be referred to
as concept <45649> in theory. However to facilitate communication and
terminological discussion, the term is often used in real communicative
situations, rather than e.g. the label <45649>. This sometimes leads to the
assumption that concepts and terms are the same. Terms and concepts
are equivalent, as per definition, but they are not the same. To give an
example of a context where this is important, lets take the concept <C>,
represented by the term“tablet” and the following definition: ‘a computer
with a built in touch sensitive screen that can be operated without using
a physical keyboard’. Through various technical innovations, the kinds
of devices that fit into this definition is increased and now includes e.g.
smart phones, thinner devices running non-PC operating systems. The
specificity of the concept has been decreased which gives rise to the need
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to integrate new terms into the terminology which can be used to repre-
sent new sub-concepts of <C>. The definition of the concept <C> still holds,
but to reflect the technical developments, the term tablet computer is cho-
sen as the preferred term, and the term “tablet” is given the deprecated sta-
tus with regard to the concept <C>. However, the term “tablet” may still
be chosen as the preferred term used to represent a subordinate concept
of <C>.

There may be situations when a concept can be represented using an ex-
isting term in one language, but where a second language does not pro-
vide a term for the concept as originally defined. An example of a class
of domain-specific concepts where this is relatively common, is the class
of academic degrees and titles, which is a result of varying educational,
and academic systems around the world. This also gives an example of a
situation where it is possible for a concept to exist without there being a
term which is connected to it.

Terms can either be single-word units or multi-word units. In languages
such as English, where compounding is relatively rare, terms are usu-
ally multi-word units. Languages, such as Swedish, where compounds are
used extensively, do not show this tendency, as most English multi-word
terms are translated into a single Swedish compound word.

Apart from terms that should be used to represent a specific concept, pre-
ferred or accepted terms (use of preferred terms is preferred over use of ac-
cepted terms), a terminology can also list forbidden and deprecated terms.
Forbidden terms are terms that should not be used to represent a cer-
tain concept. Deprecated terms are terms that may have been preferred
or accepted in a previous version of the terminology, but are no longer
recommended and should be replaced in e.g. existing documentation.

2.2.4 Objects

In common with the semiotic triangle, objects (terminology), or referents
(semiotic triangle) are either concrete (e.g. apple, doll, mountain) or ab-
stract (e.g. entertainment, service) in the real world. In terminology, ob-
jects are described as having properties, in contrast to concepts, which are
described as having characteristics.

2.3 Terminology work

Terminology work is defined as the activities in which a terminologist
compiles and creates new terms or a full terminology. There is no single
defacto standard method in terminology and Wright and Budin (1997, p.
3) prefer to describe this reality as a polytheoretical and polymethodolig-
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ical reality, rather than dividing the landscape into different “schools”5.
“ISO 704:2009” list the main activities in terminology work as follows.

• identifying concepts and concept relations;
• analyzing and modeling concept systems on the basis of identified
concepts and concept relations;

• establishing representations of concept systems through concept
diagrams;

• defining concepts;
• attributing designations (predominantly terms) to each concept in
one or more languages;

• recording andpresenting terminological data, e.g. in print and elec-
tronic media (terminography).

One distinction to take note of, is that the concept terminology work in-
cludes terminography, but there is more to terminology work than just
terminography.

5There are traditionally three schools of terminology; 1) the Vienna School of Termin-
ology, founded by EugeneWüster, 2) the Prague School of Terminology developed from the
Prague School of functional linguistics, and 3) the Soviet School of Terminology, headed by
the terminologist Lotte. (Felber, 1984, pp. 1.091–1.093)
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There are many approaches to augment or improve terminology-related
activities using computer software and computationalmethods. This chap-
ter presents some historical background of the use of computers, com-
puter software and computational methods related to terminology.

Early visions of the use of computers in terminology focus on storage and
retrieval of terminology (Felber, 1984, p. 11). In step with the general in-
crease and presence of computers in our daily lives, the focus of comput-
ers and terminology has in later years moved past storage and retrieval
to computational methods.

Previous researchers have suggestednew terminology-related fieldswhich
focus on computers and terminology. Cabré (1998, p. 160) refers to Auger
(1989) where Computer-aided terminology1 is described as a field “located
between computational linguistics (computer science applied to the pro-
cessing of language data) and the industrialization of derived products
(the language industries)”. Cabré (1998) herself talks both about Comput-
erized terminology and Computer-aided terminology as though they are the
same concept and gives the following examples of tasks at which com-
puters can play a highly significant role for terminologists:

• selecting documentation, prior to beginning work
• creating the corpus and isolating and extracting data
• writing the entry
• checking the information in the entry
• ordering the terminological entries.

Bourigault, Jacquemin, and Homme (2001) suggest three main problem
areas for the field of Computational Terminology

1Auger’s original article is in French, and he did not use the English term “Computer-
aided terminology”. To complicate things further, Cabre’s original book is in Catalan and
was translated to English by Janet DeCesaris and edited by J. C. Sager. So the question one
can ask is if the term Computer-aided terminology actually was used by Cabré.
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3. Computational Approaches

Prior terminological No prior terminological
data data

Term discovery Term enrichment Term acquisition

Term recognition Controlled indexing Free indexing

Table 3.1: Sub-domains of Term-oriented NLP (Jacquemin & Bourigault, 2003,
p. 604)

• automatic identification of terminological units and filtering of the
list of term candidates

• grouping of variants and synonyms
• finding relations between terms

The lists presentedbyCabré (1998) andBourigault, Jacquemin, et al. (2001)
discuss two levels of computerization. Cabré’s list describes a scenario
where traditional terminology work is done, but where typewriters, pa-
pers, pens and books have been partially replaced by computers. Bouri-
gault’s list describes some level of automation of complex tasks which
traditionally would be performed in full by the human terminologist.

In a later publication Jacquemin and Bourigault (2003) talk about Term-
oriented NLP. In this context, Jacquemin and Bourigault (2003) also argue
that the definitions and assumptions in classical terminology are “less
adapted to a computational approach to term analysis”. Jacquemin and
Bourigault (2003, p. 604) also argue that

The two main activities involving terminology in NLP are term ac-
quisition, the automatic discovery of new terms, and term recogni-
tion, the identification of known terms in text corpora.

These two activities can be performed together with prior terminological
data or with no prior terminological data. The general distinction within
term-oriented Natural Language Processing (NLP) as presented by Jac-
quemin and Bourigault is between automated term extraction in a broad
sense, referred to as Term discovery, and automatic indexing, referred to
as Term recognition. These two activities can be performed together with
prior terminological data or with no prior terminological data. Term discovery
includes using term extraction to create a terminology from scratch –
term acquisition, and updating an existing terminology – term enrichment.
The task of term recognition is divided into controlled indexing which refers
to the task of finding occurrences of a given list of word-units in a text,
and free indexing, which refers to both finding relevant word-units, and
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recording their location in a document. See table 3.12 for a tabulated view
of the categories.

3.1 Computational Terminology Management

Wright and Budin (1997, p. 1) define Terminology Management as “any de-
liberatemanipulationof terminological information”. Computational Ter-
minology Management (CTM) is a developing field of research that fo-
cuses on applying computational methods to facilitate Terminology Man-
agement. Facilitation can be provided by automatic and semi-automatic
processing of data, or by providing software which allows terminologists,
writers, engineers and others to manipulate terminological information
in new andmore powerful ways. Some examples of tasks which fall under
CTM are listed below:

• terminology extraction (which includes termhood estimation)
• extracting definitions
• facilitating terminologists perfoming concept analysis
• terminology maintainence tasks (such as updating a terminology
with new terms found in new documents)

• content quality assurance
• terminology support in document authoring applications

As used in this thesis, CTM differs from Computer-aided terminology and
Computerized terminology by moving beyond the phase of using the com-
puter instead of “pen and paper”, to using computationalmethods to per-
form taskswhich are practically impossible in a non-research context (i.e.
a commercial context) for terminologists. One example of such a task is
to check a large (> 10,000 entries) multilingual terminology for transla-
tion inconsistencies every time a new term is added to the terminology.
Such a task is too time consuming for a human to do in a real life scenario.
Compared to Computational terminology, CTMdiffers by including activities
beyond terminology creation, elevating e.g. terminology use to a key area.

2The terminological inconsistency between the quote and the table 3.1 is also present
in Jacquemin and Bourigault (2003, p. 604).
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4 Automatic Term Extraction

The previous chapter gave an overview of the possibilities in which com-
puters and computer software can be used to facilitate and improve Ter-
minology Management (TM). This chapter will focus on Automatic Term
Extraction (ATE) methods. Here the term ATE is used to refer to term ex-
traction specifically done using computational methods. The term Manual
Term Extraction (MTE) is used when specifically discussing term extraction
performed by humans (e.g. marking text in documents), and the term
Term Extraction (TE), is used in reference to term extraction in general,
when not differentiating between who or what is performing the task.
Some researchers also use the terms Automatic TermRecognition (ATR) (e.g.
Kageura & Umino, 1996; Wong & Liu, 2008) and Automatic Term Detec-
tion (ATD) (Castellvı,́ Bagot, & Palatresi, 2001), to represent the concept
referenced here using the term ATE.

This chapter will review current research in monolingual term extrac-
tion, describe howmonolingual term extraction can be extended to bilin-
gual term extraction and finally describe how automatic term extrac-
tion performance may be evaluated. The research on term extraction is
divided into three approaches: linguistically oriented ATE, statistically en-
hanced ATE, and ATEmethods using contrastive data. The purpose of the sur-
vey presented here is not to cover all existing ATE research in detail, but
rather to put the contributing papers in this thesis into context.

4.1 Term extraction for terminology work

The history of automatic term extraction for terminology use has its be-
ginnings during the 1990s, beginning with research done by e.g. Damerau
(1990), Ananiadou (1994), Dagan and Church (1994), Daille (1994), Juste-
son and Katz (1995), Kageura and Umino (1996), and Frantzi, Ananiadou,
and Tsujii (1998). The development of methods and techniques in Infor-
mation Retrieval (IR) and Computational Linguistics at this time seem to
have reached a stage where they could be applied to the area of Automatic
Term Recognition (which was the dominant term used to denote the area
at the time).
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Before we continue, it should be noted that the term “term” refers to dif-
ferent concepts depending on the field it is used in. For researchers from
the field of information retrieval, the use of “terms” refer to index terms,
which are the indexed units of a document. The following definitions are
taken from Manning, Raghavan, and Schütze (2008, p. 22) and are valid
for the area of Information Retrieval.

token a token is an instance of a sequence of characters in some partic-
ular document that are grouped together as a useful semantic unit
for processing

type a type is the class of all tokens containing the same character se-
quence

term a term is a (perhaps normalized) type that is included in the IR sys-
tem’s dictionary

Given these definitions, a termwithin IR is not required to satisfy any kind
of semantic conditions, i.e. any indexed word-unit is a term. What is im-
portant when it comes to choose which word-units which should be in-
dexed, is whether indexing a particular word-unit can increase a IR sys-
tem’s performance, or the precision of the system’s output.

The term “term” in the context of terminology work, refers to a linguistic
designation of domain-specific concept (see 2.2). When performing term
extraction for use in terminology work, term extractionmethods have to
evaluate whether or not the units to be extracted are domain-specific or
not, and if so, relevant to the domain in question.

It is therefore important that the reader takes note of the context inwhich
the research is presented, since the goals of different fields1 may differ
on certain points. One example is the study by Zhang, Iria, Brewster, and
Ciravegna (2008) which presents one of the more detailed and extensive
comparative evaluations of different Automatic Term Recognition meth-
ods. Even though the evaluation includes the C-value/NC-value approach
(Frantzi, Ananiadou, & Tsujii, 1998) which is presented in the context of
terminology work, Zhang et al. start by saying “ATR is often a processing
step preceding more complex tasks, such as semantic search (Bhagdev et
al. 2007) and especially ontology engineering”. For further discussion on
this topic, see subsection 7.4.1.

A field related to ATE is Automatic Keyword Extraction or Automatic Key-
word Recognition. In the field of Automatic Keyword Extraction, similar-
ities with the field of ATE can be found with regard to the methods used.
However, keyword extraction focuses on extracting a small set of units

1e.g. the task of Automatic Term Extraction in the field of Information Retrieval and the
task of Automatic Term Extraction in the Terminology field.
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Documents
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Figure 4.1: General ATE process

that can accurately describe the content of e.g. a document, whereas ter-
minology extraction is concerned with finding all the terms in e.g. a doc-
ument. Keywords are most often terms, but when performing term ex-
traction for terminology use, we want to extract all terms, not only the
most important or most representative ones.

ATE for use in terminology work can in many cases be divided into three
sub-tasks; 1) word-unit extraction, 2) ranking/categorization, and 3) term can-
didate output (see figure 4.1).

During word-unit extraction, suitable units, either single words or multi-
word units, are extracted from the text. The criteria used to select these
units vary, but most approaches focus on noun phrases and e.g. use pre-
viously annotated part-of-speech information to find these units. The ex-
tracted phrases may also be processed to facilitate subsequent tasks. Ex-
amples of such processing are spelling correction, lemmatization and de-
compounding.

Termhood measurement can sometimes be integrated into word-unit ex-
traction, but the goal of this process is either to rank or classify the ex-
tracted units according to how likely it is that they are good term can-
didates. Finally, the term candidate output phase selects which of the ex-
tracted units should be the output of the system. Depending on the sit-
uation, this may e.g. be all units classified as a certain category, all units
above a certain termhood metric score, or units that match one of the
previous criteria with an additional constraint on the number of occur-
rences of the unit in the source material. It is important to understand
that the raw output from a term extraction system can never be considered
to be terms. The output from a term extraction technique are term can-
didates. Terms must be validated by a human. It would be much better to
talk about the task of term candidate extraction, but very few in the research
community seem to do this.
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conversion of documents to plain text
character encoding normalization
tokenization
Part-of-Speech tagging
lemmatization and stemming

Table 4.1: Common pre-processing tasks in Automatic Term Extraction

4.2 Pre-processing

Depending on the term extraction method, the input data used by the
method differs. Transforming raw data to correct input data for a specific
method is in the ideal case a trivial matter, but can in some cases turn
out to be a rather tricky problem. Table 4.1 lists of some common pre-
processing tasks, i.e. tasks that are necessary in practice, but in a sense,
unrelated to the actual term extraction task. These tasks are briefly de-
scribed in the following sub-sections.

4.2.1 Converting to plain text

Converting a document into plain text is the task of going from a non-
plain text format to plain text. Non-plain text formats include PDF, Mi-
crosoft Word, Rich Text, and HTML documents. Problems, or non-trivial
conversion decisions that can arise in during the conversion task in a
broad sense, can be classified as either layout-related or typography-related.

Examples of layout-related issues

Below are some examples of layout-related issues when converting doc-
uments with layout to plain text.

multiple column layout to single column layout conversion is a prob-
lem that applies mostly to PDF documents and scanned documents
where the columns must be first identified and then concatenated
in the right order

figure captions can pose a problem as they can sometimes be inserted
in the middle of a sentence, e.g. if a figure is placed in the middle
of a paragraph.

page numbers togetherwith associatedwhitespace in headers and foot-
ers should in most cases be removed as they may be wrongly in-
serted into sentences
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table data is problematic for two reasons. First, table data can interrupt
regular text. Secondly, table data seldom consists of whole sen-
tences, which can be problematic when e.g. linguistic analysis and
in many cases contain numeric data. Because of this, table data is
in some cases omitted.

4.2.2 Examples of typography-related issues

Below are two examples of possible typography-related conversion is-
sues.

subscripts and superscripts arenot available inplain text andmust there-
fore be converted in someway. One way is to omit them during the
conversion. Another is to convert them to regular script. This how-
ever potentially inserts additional text in themiddle of a sentence,
which can disable e.g. POS pattern recognition.

use of varying font weights refers to the use of e.g. bold or italic font
weights in text. This kind of variation is often semantic; e.g. in this
list where the bold weighted text delimit the topic. It is also com-
mon that different font weights have different meanings in e.g.
dictionaries and glossaries. It is therefore desirable that such in-
formation is retained when converting a formatted document to
plain text. In most cases however, this information is discarded.

4.2.3 Character encoding normalization

Typography-related issues are in a sense related2 to the next task pre-
processing task, character encoding normalization. In an ideal world, there
would only be one text encoding, with no platform variations. Unfortu-
nately, we do not live in ideal world, and since components in a term ex-
traction suite may only be compatible with a specific character encoding,
this is a problemwe have to deal with. When it comes to term extraction,
we need to decidewhat to dowhen a glyph in character encoding used for
the source text is not available in the target character encoding scheme.
Typical examples include the use of trademark and copyright symbols,
ellipsis, and non-latin characters.

4.2.4 Tokenization

Tokenization is the task of breaking up the continuous string of charac-
ters, which the text file consists of, into delimited tokens. The tokens are
the units that will be processed during term extraction. Most tokens are

2Typographical information is not encoded into text, e.g. whether a string should be
set as bold or regular is information above the text level. A bold letter ‘b’ is the same glyph
as a regular letter ‘b’ and a italic letter ‘b’. All are encoded in the same way in text. They are
however, different weights of a font.
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single words, and can be delimited by looking for ‘whitespace’ charac-
ters3. Some characters however, such as punctuation, should sometimes
be treated as separate tokens, and in other cases be part of a longer token.
The period character, ‘.’, for instance is sometimes the last character of a
sentence. It may also be used as a decimal denotation, as in 3.1415 and in
chapter and figure enumeration. Another non-trivial example is whether
or not value-unit pairs should be considered separate tokens or not. For
example, should “5 km” be one token (<5 km>) or two (<5><km>)?

4.2.5 Part-of-speech tagging

Computational part-of-speech tagging, or just Part-of-speech tagging, or
Part of Speech (POS) tagging, is the task of labeling words with their cor-
rect part of speech. POS tagging is amuchmore limited task than parsing,
as POS tagging does not involve resolving grammatical phrase structure.
Research on POS tagging for English can be traced back to the work done
on the Brown Corpus by Francis and Kučera during the 1960s and 1970s.
The state-of-the-art POS tagging systems today e.g. TreeTagger (Schmid,
1994) (Schmid, 1995), have a precision between 96–97%.

The POS tagged data used in the studies (Foo & Merkel, 2010) (Foo, 2011)
presented in thesis was tagged using Connexor Functional Dependency
Grammar (Connexor FDG), which besides POS annotations, also provides
the lemma form of processed words (Tapanainen & Järvinen, 1997). Con-
nexor FDG is a commercial system developed by Connexor Oy4.

4.2.6 Lemmatization and stemming

Morphological inflection is present in most written languages. A conse-
quence of this is that word form variants exist in text. When performing
termextraction,wewant to e.g. be able to copewith the fact that character
encoding and character encodings are variants of the same term, or in a lan-
guage such as Swedish, which has a richer inflection scheme than English,
that teckenkodning, teckenkodningar, teckenkodningen, teckenkodningens, and
teckenkodningarnas are variants of the same term (“character encoding”).
Normalization of the word form used, can be achieved through lemmati-
zation, which gives the lemma form, or base form of a word, or through
stemming, which truncates word variants into a common stem (which is
not necessarily a valid word form).

4.3 Termhood

The degree of terminological relevance as measured by computational
methods can be called termhood. The concept of termhood was defined in

3e.g. <tab> and <space>
4http://www.connexor.com/
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Kageura and Umino (1996) as “The degree to which a stable lexical unit is
related to some domain-specific concepts.”. However, Ananiadou (1994)
does mention5 the term, but without defining it.

The ideal goal regarding termhood is to find a metric that correlates per-
fectlywith the concept of termhood. Such an ideal termhoodmetric should
make it possible to achieve precision and recall scores comparable with
human performance. Human performance however is not homogenous
as noted by e.g. Frantzi, Ananiadou, and Tsujii (1998, p. 594):

There exists a lack of formal or precise ruleswhichwould help us to
decide between a term and a non-term. Domain experts (who are
not linguists or terminologists) do not always agree on termhood.

This quote describes why termhood might actually be a concept which
perhaps only exists in our imagination, i.e. that there is no such thing
as our idealized definition of termhood. However, more importantly, the
quote describes why it is not trivial to implement a metric that mea-
sures termhood. It is also important to understand that it is not always
the case that a measure of termhood is needed to implement a ATE sys-
tem that performs well. One example is the work described inMerkel and
Foo (2007) (see section 6.3), where the translational stability of extracted
bilingual word-units is measured using the Q-value. The Q-value scores
are in turn used used to select term candidates. This approach is success-
ful since terms are lexicalized to a higher degree, and have a lower lexi-
cal variability (Justeson & Katz, 1995). In other words, Q-value scores are
used as indirect termhood scores for the purpose of selecting likely term
candidates.

4.4 Unithood

Unithood was also introduced by Kageura and Umino (1996) and is de-
fined as “the degree of strength or stability of syntagmatic combinations
and collocations”. In the English language, many terms are multi-word
units, and multi-word terms are stable collocations. Justeson and Katz
(1995) performed a study of technical terminology taken from several do-
mains (fiber optics, medicine,mathematics and physics, and psychology).
From these domains, 800 terms were sampled and it was found that 70%
(564 of 800) of the terms were multi-word units. Determining whether a
particular word-sequence should be treated as a stable multi-word unit
or not is therefore an important task.

5“Thenotion of terminological head of awordform is important in this respect: this refers
to the element of a complex wordform which confers term-hood on the whole wordform,
which may not be the same as the morphosyntactic head (Ananiadou, 1994, p. 1037)”
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bilingual term extraction

extract-align align-extract
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Figure 4.2: Approaches to bilingual term extraction

4.5 Bilingual Automatic Term Extraction

For this thesis we will be using the following definition of Bilingual ATE;

Bilingual Automatic Term Recognition (BATE): the task of extracting
bilingual termpairs, where both source and target term candidates
in a pair refer to the same concept

Currently, there are twomain approaches to bilingual ATE. Themost com-
mon approach is to perform monolingual ATE for each of the languages,
source and target language, followed by an an alignment phasewhere the
extracted terms in the source and target language are aligned or paired
with each other e.g. Daille, Gaussier, and Langé (1994). This approach will
be referred do as the extract-align approach.

We will refer to the second approach as the align-extract approach. In the
align-extract approach, a pair of parallel texts are first word-aligned, fol-
lowed by a pairwise extraction process. The extraction process can be
performed in two ways:

1. select term candidate pairs based on one language (source or tar-
get), which we will refer to as single sided selection

2. select term candidate pairs based on both languages in parallel,
which we will refer to as the parallel selection

Figure 4.2 gives an overview of the different BATE approaches and meth-
ods. The first align-extract method, single sided selection, makes it pos-
sible to extract terms in a second language as long as extraction algo-
rithm for the first language is functional. In a sense, the single sided se-
lection methods uses the first language as a kind of pivot language. Most
align-extract approaches to bilingual term extraction use this method,
e.g.Merkel and Foo (2007), Lefever,Macken, andHoste (2009). The second
variant of the align-extract approach results in dual constraints placed
on the term candidate pairs. To the author’s knowledge however, no re-
search has been done using the parallel selection method.
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4.6 Linguistically oriented approaches

In this section an overview of the linguistically oriented approaches is
given. None of the approaches rely solely on linguistic information, as
they also take into account some basic statistical data, e.g. the number of
occurrences of a term candidate. However, the statistical measures used
are fairly trivial compared to the measures used in section 4.7.

4.6.1 Part-of-speech-based approaches

The first termextraction approaches proposed and researched in the field
of ATE were all based mostly on linguistic information. Several attempts
at describing terms using a linguistic framework have been made. Juste-
son and Katz (1995) e.g. presents a study of a sample of English terms
from four different domains (fiber optics, medicine, physics and math-
ematics, and psychology). The sample consisted of 200 terms from each
of the four domains. The study revealed that depending on the domain,
between 92.5% and 99.0% of the terms were noun phrases6 (NPs). Of 800
terms, 35 non-NPs were found, of which 32 were adjectives and 3 were
verbs. Further more, a majority of the terms, between 56.0% and 79.5%,
were multi-word units.

Daille (1994), Daille et al. (1994) claim thatmostMulti-WordUnits (MWUs)
of greater length than two, are the result of a transformation of aMWUof
length two. Daille (1994), Daille et al. (1994) present three different types
of transformations which can produce new, and longer terms from a two
word MWU. These are:

overcomposition mechanical switch + keyboard → mechanical switch key-
board

modification insertionofmodifying adjectives or adverbs, or post-modi-
fication; e.g. earth station → interfering earth station, which in En-
glish is a insertionwhereas in French, station terienne→ station teri-
enne brouilleuse is a post-modification.

coordination e.g. package assembly / package disassembly → package as-
sembly and disassembly

The exact POSpatterns are of course language-dependent and thosewhich
prove to be useful for English term extraction may, or may not work if
used for e.g. French term extraction. Also, there may be differences de-
pending on the domain from which the terms are to be extracted. Exam-
ple of such variation can be found in the medical domain, where neoclas-
sical term formation is common. Daille (1994) discusses common patterns
which can form terms in the French language.

6The case may be that terms very often are NPs, but one must remember that this
relation is not symmetrical, all NPs are not very often terms. In fact, only a small proportion
of all NPs in even domain-specific texts are terms.
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Linguistic approaches often use a combination of POS tagging (see sub-
section 4.2.5) together with POS patterns and stop-lists to extract term
candidates from a corpus. POS patterns are usually described as regular
expressions. Frantzi, Ananiadou, and Tsujii (1998) and others also call the
use of POS patterns and stop-lists linguistic filters and Frantzi, Ananiadou,
and Tsujii (1998) discriminate between two types of filters — closed filters
and open filters. A closed filter is more “strict about which strings it per-
mits” and have according to Frantzi, Ananiadou, and Tsujii (1998) a posi-
tive effect on precision, and a negative effect on recall. An open filter on
the other hand permits more types of string and have a positive effect on
recall, but a negative effect on precision. One example of a closed filter is
Noun+ which only allows noun sequences. Given the results presented in
Justeson and Katz (1995), such a filter would have a higher precision than
an open filter such as ((Adj|Noun)+|(Adj|Noun)*which will include more
false positives, but in turn have a higher recall.

Bourigault created the LEXTER system (Bourigault, 1992; Bourigault, Gonzalez-
Mullier, & Gros, 1996) the purpose of which was to “give[s] out a list of
likely terminological units, which are then passed on to an expert for val-
idation”. The system was built for the French language and used surface
grammar analysis and a set of part-of speech patterns to pinpoint possi-
ble terminological units.

The TERMS system by Justeson and Katz (1995) uses a single regular ex-
pression pattern to find possible terminological units in a text. These
possible candidates are then filtered based on frequency, keeping those
above the frequency of two. The following regular expression was used;
((A|N)+|((A|N)(NP)?)(A|N))N, where A is an adjective, N is a lexical noun
(not a pronoun), and P is a preposition. In effect, the approach only ex-
tracts multi-word units. The frequency of a filtered multi-word unit is
used as a cue to decide whether or not it should be selected as a term
candidate. The frequency threshold is set manually after examining the
possible term candidates.

The approach is based on term usage observations described by Juste-
son and Katz (1995). The main observations presented in the paper are
that multi-word terms are often lexicalized noun phrases (NPs), which
are not succeptible to variation in the form of omission and use of mod-
ifiers compared to non-lexicalized noun phrases. Lexicalized NPs are re-
peated (have a higher frequency) than non-lexicalized NPs.

The TERMS system in (Justeson & Katz, 1995) was evaluated by apply-
ing the system to three scientific papers and having the authors of the
papers judge the extracted term candidates with regard to correctness.
Recall was only evaluated on one of these three papers with the motiva-
tion that the task was to onerous. The type level precision in the three
papers were 67%, 73% and 92% respectively. The recall of the system on
the single evaluated paper was 37% on the type level.
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4.6.2 A morphological approach

One motivation behind using linguistically based methods over purely
statistical methods is that one may be interested not only in potential
terms that have a high frequency, but also word-units which have a lower
use frequency. Ananiadou (1994, p. 1034) argues that

non-linguistic based techniques (statistical and probability based
ones),while providing grossmeans of characterizing texts andmea-
suring the behavior and content-bearing potential of words, are
not refined enough for our purposes. In Terminology we are in-
terested as much in word forms occurring with high frequency as
in rare ones or those of the middle frequencies.

The approach proposed by Ananiadou (1994) was a morphologically ori-
ented approach which was developed for the domain of Medicine (more
specifically, Immunology). Ananiadou (1994, p. 1035) states that “Medi-
cal terminology relies heavily on Greek (mainly) and Latin neoclassical
elements for the creation of terms”. The proposed approach uses mor-
phological analysis and a set of rules to determine whether a single word
may or may not be a term.

Ananiadou (1994) provides amorphological description ofmedical terms,
which centers around the use of Greek and Latin neoclassical elements
for the creation of terms. Ananiadou proposes using four word structure
categories (word, root, affix and comb) with a four level morphological
model to classifymorphological components ofwords. The last of the four
categories, comb is proposed by Ananiadou to be used to hold neoclassical
roots. These classifications can then be used to identify possible medical
terminology that use neoclassical components. The fourmorphology lev-
els are as follows:

1. Non-native compounding (neoclassical compounding)
2. Class I affixation
3. Class II affixation
4. Native compounding

Class I affixation deals with latinate morphology and Class II affixation
deals with nativemorphology. An example analysis of the wordform ‘glo-
rious’ yields glory((cat noun))(level 1)) and ous((cat suffix)(level
1)). As a result of corpus analysis, suffixes were also given a annotation
whether or not they were typically term forming.
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4.7 Statistically enhanced approaches

Statistically enhanced approaches do not solely rely on statistical data.
Rather the approaches often start with a linguistically informed selection
of possible term candidates, i.e. single or multi-word units that are po-
tential terms. These candidates have been selected using a linguistically
informed approach as described in section 4.6. This set is then usually fil-
tered by evaluating statistical metrics that are calculated for each term
candidate.

4.7.1 Calculating statistics

The computational approach to term extraction can be classified as an
application of corpus linguistics, and shares many of the statistical mea-
sures with that field. One way of describing the research on automatic
term extraction that uses statistical measures, is to say that the goal is to
find out how we can approximate our concept of what a term is, in terms
of statistics.

There are different kinds of statistics which can be used to analyze po-
tential term candidates. We have previously mentioned unithood (section
4.4) and termhood (section 4.3), and many of the statistical measures used
can be directly associated with one or both of these concepts. There are
however somemeasures, which cannot be directly associated with either
termhood or unithood. This does not necessarily mean that they are of
no use. One example of such a measure is the co-occurrence frequency
of the components of a multi-word unit term candidate, which Wermter
and Hahn (2006) observed performed similarly to statistical association
measures such as the t-test and log-likelihood.

Apart from the actualmeasureused, different combinations of data sources
can be used to obtain the statistical values for a specific potential term
candidate. Table 4.2 lists different types of corpora which can be used to
gather statistical data about possible terminological units in texts.

The internal corpus refers to the same corpus from which the word-units
are extracted. External corpus refers to a corpus that does not contain the
documents from which the phrases are extracted. External corpora are
then differentiated in terms of domain. An example of an external cor-
pus from the same domain is if e.g. term extraction is performed on doc-
uments 1–100 from the domain of Python programming and the docu-
ments 101–1000 are used to calculate the statistical scores. An opposite
domain is a very dissimilar domain. In the case of documents 1–100 from
the domain of Python programming, an opposite domain could for example
be book binding. A closely related domain is a domain that is likely to share
some concepts, in the case of Pythonprogramming, Ruby programming is
a closely related domain. The notion of other specialized domain(s) is useful
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Corpora

internal corpus
external corpus, same domain
external corpus, “opposite” domain
external corpus, closely related domain(s)
external corpus, other specialized domain(s)
external corpus, general language

Table 4.2: Different kinds of corpora used to calculate statistical scores

when e.g. doing a contrastive comparison between term distribution in
the internal corpus, domain-specific texts in general, and finally, an exter-
nal, general language corpus refers to e.g. non-technical corpora such as the
British National Corpus, The Brown Corpus, etc. Such a contrastive com-
parison would for example find out that the term “application” is general
patent document term, rather than a term belonging to a specific patent
document subclass, or being a general language word.

4.7.2 Terms as lexicalized noun phrases

In Justeson andKatz (1995), terms are described as lexicalizednounphrases.
Justeson and Katz (1995) write: “Terminological noun phrases (NPs) dif-
fer from other NPs because they are Lexical – they are distinctive entities
requiring inclusion in the lexicon because their meanings are not unam-
biguosly derivable from the meanings of the words that compose them”.
Justeson and Katz also continue to state that lexical NPs are “subject to a
muchmore restricted range and extent of modifier variation on repeated
references to the entities they designate, than are nonlexical NPs”. An ap-
propriate statistical description of terms, given the findings of Justeson
and Katz (1995) would be that “there is less variation among terms than
non-terms”. This observation is key to many statistical measures which
try to quantify termhood.

4.7.3 Mutual Information and the Loglike and Φ2

coefficients

Daille (1994) presents amonolingual approachwhich uses part-of-speech
patterns (POS patterns) that describe multi-word units with exactly two
main items. Main items are defined as nouns, adjectives, adverbs, etc. but
not prepositions or determiners according to Daille. Using this definition,
the length of a word-unit is measured in the number of main items. Daille
uses NP POS patterns to first extract a set ofword-units. Theseword-units
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are all of length two (i.e. two main items) and the link between these two
items is scored using the statistical measures Mutual Information, the Log-
like coefficient, and the Φ2 coefficient. The details of these scores are de-
scribed in equations 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. The units of analysis in Daille (1994)
consists of exactly two main items t = (i, j), the frequency f can be
counted for four combinations, a = fij, b = fij′ , c = fi′ j, and d = fi′ j′ ,
where i′ ̸= i and j′ ̸= j.

MI = log2
a

(a + b) + (a + c)
(4.1)

Loglike = a log(a) + b log(b) + c log(c) + d log(d)
− (a + b)log(a + b)− (a + c)log(a + c)
− (b + d)log(b + d)− (b + d)log(c + d)
+ (a + b + c + d)log(a + b + c + d) (4.2)

Φ2 =
(ad − bc)2

(a + b)(a + c)(b + c)(b + d)
(4.3)

The method in essence uses linguistic information to extract word-units
that have a part-of-speech pattern which is common among terms (noun
phrases). Then, each extracted sequence, is examined with regard to sta-
bility in the corpus, i.e. unithood.

Daille (1994) briefly discusses the order of using statistics in combination
with a linguistic approach — “We now face a choice: we can either iso-
late collocations using statistics and then apply linguistic filters, or apply
linguistic filters and then statistics”. The approach chosen was the latter,
application of linguistic filters followed by statistics, an order which is
used by all statistically enhanced approaches reviewed here. A statistics
first approach would have to analyze all n-grams of size 1 <= n <= k
where k is themaximum length ofmulti-word termswewant to consider.
Application of linguistic filters first greatly reduces the number of items
analysed,without reducing recall given the correct set of linguistic filters.

4.7.4 C-Value/NC-value

The C-Value/NC-Value (Frantzi, Ananiadou, & Tsujii, 1998; Frantzi, Ana-
niadou, & Miama, 2000) is a multi-word term extraction method which
uses both linguistic and statistical information. First a set of POS patterns
combined with a stop-list are used to select word-units from the tagged
corpus. Each extracted word-unit is then scored using the C-value metric
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Trealtime Tf loatingpoint

real time clock floating point arithmetic
real time expert system floating point constant
real time image generation floating point operation
real time output floating point routine
real time systems

Table 4.3: Examples of nested terms

which is described by equation 4.4, and measures termhood according to
Frantzi, Ananiadou, and Tsujii. Frantzi, Ananiadou, and Tsujii also state
that bigrams are the smallest word unit size for which the C-value is cal-
culated meaning that the C-value is not applicable to single word-unit
term extraction.

The concept of nested terms is important here, and Frantzi, Ananiadou,
and Tsujii define them as “We call nested terms those that appear within
other longer terms, andmay ormay not appear by themselves in the cor-
pus.”. Multi-word units have sub-units which may or may not be terms.
Table 4.3 shows an example of nested occurrences of the terms real time
and floating point, taken from Frantzi, Ananiadou, and Tsujii (1998). With
the exception of expert system, the other nested word units in the exam-
ples are not terms, i.e. time clock, time expert system, time image generation,
image generation, time output, time systems, point arithmetic, point constant,
point operation, point routine.What the C-value equation does is that it takes
into special account, candidate terms which are present in other candi-
date terms, i.e. candidate terms which have nested instances.

In the case of non-nested terms the C-value takes into account the length
of the termcandidate and thenumber of occurrences. In the case of nested
term candidates, the C-value subtracts the average number occurrences
of a as a nested term among the POS filtered possible term candidates.
This means that if a occurs as a nested term candidate equally as often,
or more times than it does as an independent term candidate, it will have
a C-value of≤ 0. The lower the average occurrence as a nested term can-
didate, the closer the C-value of nested term candidates approach that of
un-nested term candidates which follows the frequency of a.

C− value(a) =

{
log2 |a| · f (a) if a is not nested
log2 |a| ·

(
f (a)− 1

P(Ta)
∑b∈Ta

f (b)
)

otherwise
(4.4)

In equation 4.4, the following notation is used
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• a is the candidate string
• log2 |a| is the number of words in a

• f (a) is the frequency of a in the corpus
• Ta is the set of extracted candidate terms that contain a.
• b is a candidate term in Ta

• P(Ta) is the number of candidate terms that contain a

• f (b) is the frequency of the candidate term b that contains a

The C-value is used to calculate the NC-value, which also factors in “con-
text” into the term extraction algorithm. Here context seems to mean
the previous word, if the previous word was a noun, an adjective, or a
verb. The C-value extracted list of words is re-ranked using information
gained by looking at this “context”. The motivation comes from Sager’s
(Sager, Dungworth, &McDonald, 1980) concept of extended terms. The gen-
eral idea behind extended terms is one compatible with the discoveries of
(Justeson&Katz, 1995); that terms are strict about themodifiers that they
accept. Frantzi, Ananiadou, and Tsujii has interpreted and formalized this
concept as follows.

Weight(w) =
t(w)

n
(4.5)

The Weight in equation 4.5 is the weight assigned to the context word
w which is a noun, verb or an adjective. t(w) is the number of terms
the word w appears with, and n is the total number of terms considered.
Frantzi, Ananiadou, and Tsujii argues that the weight is expressed as a
probability; “the probability that the word w might be a term context
word”, and a way of interpreting the equation is to say that the word w
can be taken as evidence that the following word is a term. The weight is
combined with the C-value to construct the NC-value, described in equa-
tion 4.6.

NC-value(a) = 0.8 · C-value(a) + 0.2 · ∑
b∈Ca

fa(b)weight(b) (4.6)

The second part in the equation, ∑b∈Ca fa(b)weight(b), needs some ex-
planation. Ca is the set of context words b for a, and fa is the frequency
of a with b as a context word. The sum then adds the frequency of the
context words multiplied with their weight, which can be interpreted as
a valuewhich describes the variability of the context words usedwith the
term a.
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Although the C-value/NC-value has been proven to perform quite well
(Zhang et al., 2008), I would like to argue that C-value as described in
Frantzi, Ananiadou, and Tsujii (1998) does not measure termhood as de-
fined by Kageura and Umino (1996). Rather, the C-value measures term
candidate independence, or unithood, also defined in Kageura and Umino
(1996). This is also the opinion voiced in Nakagawa and Mori (2002). The
sum in theNC-value (equation 4.5), however can be argued to relate to the
termhood of a term candidate as it is derived from an observed linguistic
property of terms; the lack of variation with regard to their modifiers, as
observed by both Sager et al. (1980) and Justeson and Katz (1995) (see also
sub-section 4.7.2).

4.7.5 Paradigmatic Modifiability of Terms

The Paradigmatic Modifiability of Terms approach by Wermter and Hahn
(2005) has some similarities with C/NC-value approach by Frantzi, Ana-
niadou, and Tsujii. The similarity lies in leveraging the observation that
terms tend not to vary much (also observed by Justeson and Katz (1995),
see sub-section 4.7.2). The approach by Wermter and Hahn builds on the
probability that a token in a word-unit cannot be replaced by an alterna-
tive token. Wermter and Hahn defines each position in a multi-word unit
as a slot, where the token in a particular slot can be replaced by other
tokens. The n-gram “long terminal repeat” e.g. has three slots where slot
1 is filled with “long”, slot 2 by “terminal”, and slot 3 by “repeat”. What
Wermter and Hahn want to express is a score which describes how com-
mon variations of a specific n-gram are. For a n-gram of length n, they
substitute up to k tokens with a wild card, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n. For each k,
n − 1 possible wild card permutations, or selections, seli are possible. The
number of occurrences for each permutation is compared with the num-
ber of occurrences of the original n-gram, providing the modifiability of
that particular selection, modseli (see equation 4.7). The modifiability for
a particular value of k, the k-modifiability is calculated (defined in 4.8),
which is then used to calculate the paradigmatic modifiability, P-Mod
(defined in 4.9).

modseli =
f req(n-gram)

f req(seli)
(4.7)

modk =
n−1

∏
i=1

modseli
(4.8)

P-Mod(n-gram) =
n

∏
k=1

modk(n-gram) (4.9)
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Wermter and Hahn (2005) performed an evaluation of the P-Mod mea-
sure compared to the C-value and t-test score on term candidates ex-
tracted from biomedical texts and found that the P-Mod measure per-
formed best.

4.8 Approaches using contrastive data

The reviewed statistically enhanced approaches in section 4.7 all used
data based on an internal corpus, i.e. ranking extracted term candidates
based on statistics from the corpus fromwhich the terms were extracted.
Contrastive approaches use both the internal corpus and an external cor-
pus to feed statistics into the algorithm that ranks the term candidates.
The motivation comes from the fact that terms are domain-specific, and
are used as such primarily in domain-specific texts. This means that the
use of these domain-specific terms should have a different usage pattern
in e.g. a general language corpus compared with the internal, domain-
specific corpus. This contrast in use is what contrastive approaches try
to capitalize on — if a word-unit is domain-specific, there should be a dif-
ference in its use-pattern in a domain-specific corpus, in contrast to use
in a balanced, general language corpus, or an out of domain corpus (e.g.
a domain-specific corpus from another domain).

4.8.1 Weirdness

The Weirdness measure (Ahmad, Gillam, & Tostevin, 1999) was developed
within the field of IR. The method was developed for use in TREC 87, and
Ahmad et al. begin by showing that there are distributional differences
between the TREC-8 corpus8 and the British National Corpora (BNC) (BNC
Consortium, 2001). The main difference pointed out is the frequency of
open classwords9. By removing themost frequently occuringwords from
BNC from subsets of the TREC-8 corpus and then compiling frequency
ordered list from the TREC-8 subcorpora, a much more domain-specific
set of words was produced. This lead to the formulation of the weirdness
measure, described in equation 4.10.

Weirdness =
ws/ts

wg/tg
(4.10)

7The Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) is an on-going series ofworkshops focusing on a
list of different information retrieval (IR) research areas, or tracks. TREC is co-sponsored by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and U.S. Department of Defense
and was started in 1992.

8Ahmad et al. categorize the TREC-8 corpus as a specialized text due to its composition
of only financial and political news texts

9Word classes that accept newadditions through e.g coining andderivation. Openword
classes in the English language are nouns, verbs (but not auxillary verbs), adjectives, ad-
verbs, and interjections
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In equation 4.10, the following notation is used

• ws is the word frequency in the domain-specific language corpus
• wg is the word frequency in the general language corpus
• ts is the total number of words in the domain-specific language
corpus

• tg is the total number of words in the general language corpus

The Weirdness measure is in other words the ratio between the normal-
ized word frequency in a domain-specific corpus compared to the nor-
malized word frequency in a general language corpus.

4.8.2 Contrastive weight

The contrastive weight method by Basili, Moschitti, and Pazienza (2001)
builds on previous research that uses both linguistic and statistical filter-
ing. Theproblemas described byBasili et al. is thatwhenperforming term
extraction using previously described approaches (see sections 4.6, 4.7),
the extracted term candidates include a large number of false positives.
Some of these false positives fall under the category of general language
collocations. Basili et al. continue to argue that it should be expected that
these collocations are evenly distributed over all corpora, both domain-
specific, andnon-domain-specific. The contrastiveweightmetric is theprod-
uct of a domain-specific word-unit score, and a cross-domain, or general lan-
guageword-unit score. The equation supplying the generalword-unit score,
the Inverse Word Frequency (IWF) can be found in equation 4.12, where N
is the “size of the corpus obtained by summing up contributions (i.e. fre-
quencies) from all candidates in all domains”. Ft (see 4.11) is the cumula-
tive corpus frequency (in all j domains) for a term t. The IWF differs from
the standard InverseDocument Frequency (IDF)10 by countingwords rather
than documents.

The domain-specific component is calculated as log( f i
t ) where f i

t is the
frequency of the word-unit t in the domain-specific corpus i. These com-
ponents are then combined to form the Contrastive Weight, described in
equation 4.13

Ft = ∑
j

f j
t (4.11)

IWF(t) = log(
N
Ft
) (4.12)

10 IDF = log2
D

d fw
where d fw is the number of documents where the word w occurs,

and D is the total number of documents
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wi
t = log( f i

t ) · IWF(t) (4.13)

The IWF basically treats domains as documents if you compare it to reg-
ular IDF, i.e. a term that only occurs frequently in few domains will have
a higher score than a term that occurs frequently in all domains. Finally,
analogous to tf-idf weighting in IR, the term frequency for a single do-
main is multiplied with the IWF.

For multi-word units, Basili et al. apply the ranking only to the heads of
the units. The evaluation performed by Basili et al. compares the con-
trastiveweightmetric’s performance compared to domain frequency and
reports this using the metric F = 1

0,5/p+0,5/r where p is the precision
and r is the recall. The conclusion drawn by Basili et al. is that using con-
trastive weights is better for ranking term candidates than domain fre-
quency.

4.8.3 TermExtractor

The TermExtractor system (Sclano & Velardi, 2007) is a web-based ATE
system that allows multiple users to validate extracted term candidates
using its web interface. TermExtractor uses POS patterns to extract a set
of possible terminological units that are then filtered usingmultipleword
lists. The remaining termcandidates are then rankedusing a combination
of three statistical measures which are described below.

Domain Relevance describes how relevant a word unit is in the domain
Di, compared to domains Dj. The Domain Relevance for the term
t in the domain Di, DRDi (t) is described in equation 4.14 where
P̂ is the Expected Value of the probability P.

DRDi (t) =
P̂(t/Di)

max
(

P̂
(
t/Dj

)) =
f req(t, Di)

max
(

f req
(
t, Dj

)) (4.14)

Domain Consensus attempts measure the consensus a term has within
a group of documents. If the term t has an even probability dis-
tribution across the documents dk ∈ Di, it is said to have a high
consensus. The Domain Consensus for t in domain Di is described
in equation 4.15 where fn is the normalized frequency.

DCDi (t) = − ∑
dk∈Di

P̂ (t/dk) log
(

P̂ (t/dk)
)

= − ∑
dk∈Di

fn (t, dk) log ( fn (t, dk)) (4.15)
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Lexical Cohesion evaluates the degree of cohesion in amulti-word unit,
or in practice, the ratio between using words in a collocation com-
pared to their un-collocated use. The method is described in equa-
tion 4.16. There, wj are the words in the multi-word unit t, and n
is the length of t in number of words.

LCDi (t) =
n · f req (t, Di) · log ( f req (t, Di))

∑j f req
(
wj, Di

) (4.16)

The three measures are weighted and then combined to produce a single
score referred to by Sclano and Velardi as the weight of a term, w(t, Di),
and is calculated according to equation 4.17.

w(t, Di) = α · DR + β · DC + γ · LC (4.17)

The coefficients α, β, γ can be set by the user, but the default value is
α = β = γ = 1

3 . As can be seen, the TermExtractor system includes sta-
tistical measures that try to capture all key components of termhood and
unithood (see sections 4.3 and 4.4). The precision of the system however
is around 60%, which is a bit modest. The system however brings more to
the table than being a ATE algorithm run on pre-processed text files in
a command line environment. The system can accommodate the whole
term extraction process, going documents to validated terms, whichmay
in many real life scenarios outweigh the advantages of using a system
which performs better, but requires more configuration andmanual data
logistics.

4.9 Evaluation

A term extraction system can be evaluated on different levels and with
different constraints imposed. Most term extraction research uses pre-
cision and recall to describe the performance of systems. However, what
this precision and recall is based onvaries. For example, Justeson andKatz
(1995) evaluate their method by applying it to academic papers and ask-
ing domain experts to judge whether the extracted terms where domain-
specific terms or not. The domain experts also performed manual term
extraction on the texts to evaluate recall. On the other hand, the compar-
ative study by Zhang et al. (2008) is performed on systems which extract
terms from a large corpus. In this evaluation, recall is not evaluated and
precision ismeasured in tiers, i.e. precision for the top 100, 1k, 5k, 10k and
20k extracted terms, also called n-best lists. Zhang et al. (2008) is not the
first or only one to do this. Others include Frantzi and Ananiadou (1999)
and Sclano and Velardi (2007).
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5 Methods used

In this chapter, background to themethods used in the published word is
given in a less tersemanner thanpermitted by the format of thepublished
papers.

5.1 Machine Learning

Some of the contributions in this thesis concern novel use of machine
learning techniques in the field of term extraction. This section will give
a brief overview the method involved when using Machine Learning.

Machine Learning (ML) may be defined as to include “any computer pro-
gram that improves its performance at some task through experience”
(Mitchell, 1997, p. 2). Machine learning can either be 1) supervised learn-
ing, i.e. where software is exposed to an example, and the output from
the software is evaluated and fed back to the software, or 2) unsupervised
learning, where it is up to the machine to fend for itself with no feedback
provided by any user, or 3) reinforcement learningwhere themachine is not
presented with feedback depending on its reaction to specific examples,
but rather to the actions it decides to perform. The method employed in
this thesis is supervised learning.

Supervised learning uses example data to build amodel of the data which
can be used to predict, classify or score data. This phase is referred to as
the training phase. The training phase is followed by a testing phase where
the performance of the trained model is evaluated. The annotated data
used when applying supervised machine learning is usually divided into
at least two partitions, one used for training, and the other held back for
the testing phase, so that the evaluation can use previously unseen ex-
amples.

5.1.1 Features

Features in machine learning are the components which constitute the
individual examples presented to the learning system. For example, in
the case of image classification, more specifically, recognition of a low
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resolution black and white image, the features may consist of the state of
each individual pixel in the image.

In the case of ATE, features may be POS value, word-unit frequency in
a corpus or the output from a termhood ranking metric to name a few.
However, depending on theML framework used, feature valuesmay need
to be encoded using e.g. only numeric values (as with a Support Vector
Machine (SVM)).

Training

The phase where the system is automatically configured, i.e. where it
learns to model the problem, is called the training phase. For supervised
learning, this involves exposing the system to training instances where
events are observed by the system, each event a collection of features and
the right answer for each event given. During the training phase, the ML
algorithmuses the annotated examples to build its predictionmodel. This
model is then tested during the testing phase. An example, how a train-
ing instance used in Foo and Merkel (2010) was represented can be seen
in table 5.1.

Testing

After the training phase the model is tested using the held back data. In
the case of classification, the test result is usually presented as a confusion
matrix which contains the number of true positives, true negatives, false
positives, and false negatives. These values can then be used to calculate
a precision score and a recall score, which can be combined to create an
F-score.

5.1.2 Systems used in the published papers

Two different ML frameworks are used in the work presented in this the-
sis (Foo & Merkel, 2010; Foo, 2011). The first system, Ripper (Cohen &
Singer, 1999), is a rule inductionML system that produces human readable
rules. The second is the SVM framework. SVMswere introduced by Boser,
Guyon, andVapnik (1992) and are linear classifiers that can use kernels to
also classify non-linear data. The particular implementation used in Foo
(2011) was the LibSVM system (Chang & Lin, 2011).

5.2 n-gram Language Models

Another contribution of this thesis is the novel approach of using con-
trastive n-gram Language Models to determine termhood. This section
will give an overview of the construction and use of such language mod-
els.
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5.2. n-gram Language Models

feature value feature name feature description
låsorgan n-gram the n-gram the features relate

to
n POS part-of-speech tag
pl-nom msd morpho-syntactic description
obj func grammatical function
null sem semantic information
1.39514 · 10−5 nfreq normalized n-gram frequency

in text
0.0 zeroprobs number of tokens with zero

probability in given the lan-
guage model

6.04298 logprob the logistic probability value,
ignoring unknown words and
tokens

1050.73 ppl1 the geometric average of
1/probability of each token,
i.e. perplexity

1104040.0 ppl2 the average perplexity per
word

yes key positive or negative example

Table 5.1: Example training instance with feature names and feature descrip-
tions. The actual training instance only consists of the actual feature values in
the first column.

Language modeling is the task of predicting the next word in a sequence,
given the previous words (Manning & Schütze, 1999). Language models
are used to aid various language recognition tasks such as speech recog-
nition, optical character recognition, handwriting recognition, and ma-
chine translation.

The n-gram language model approach simplifies the language prediction
task fromrequiring to know allpreviouswords to predict the nextword in
a sequence, to a limited number of previous words. This is what is referred
to as the Markov Assumption.

n-gram language models are built by examining a text corpus and count-
ing the number of occurrences of token sequences up to length n. The
unit level can vary depending on the application. Applications such as
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handwriting recognition may for example benefit from a character level
language model, rather then a word level language model. In the context
of term extraction we are only concerned with word level languagemod-
els. A word level unigram model consists of single word data, a bigram
model consists of two word units, trigram models use three words, and
four-gram models use four words.

The resulting n-grammodel can be described as a conditional probabilis-
tic model where the probability of the next word is conditioned by the
previous n-1 words.

5.2.1 Smoothing

Since natural language is productive, any sample based statistical model,
such an n-gram model, will suffer from data sparseness. This means that
nomatter how large the sample is fromwhichwebuild our n-grammodel,
we can always encounter unknownword sequences, which either contain
previously unknown words, or a previously un-encountered sequence of
known words.

To be able to assign a probability to such cases, n-gram models employ
smoothing, which reserves some of the total probability mass, and as-
signs this to events which are rare or unseen. Several smoothing tech-
niques exist which vary in complexity and performance. The least com-
plex smoothingmethod is additive smoothing,where a constant δ is added
to the number of occurrences of each token, effectively raising the proba-
bility of unknown tokens by δ in proportion to the total number of occur-
rences (Manning & Schütze, 1999). The language models used in the pub-
lished work were built using the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002). The SRILM
toolkit implements several smoothing methods, among others, the mod-
ified Kneser-Ney smoothing algorithm (Chen & Goodman, 1998), which
was the selected smoothing algorithm for the presented work.
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6 Overview of publications and
results

This chapter gives an overview of the contributions of the five publica-
tions included in this thesis.

6.1 Computer aided term bank creation and
standardization

Foo, J. & Merkel, M. (2010). Computer aided term bank creation and standardization: Build-
ing standardized termbanks throughautomated termextraction andadvanced editing tools.
In M. Thelen & F. Steurs (Eds.), Terminology in Everyday Life (13, pp. 163–180). Terminology
and Lexicography Research and Practice. John Benjamins Publishing Company

The first paper in this thesis describes a semi-automatic bilingual term-
inology creation process applied to patent texts. The initial version of the
paper was first presented at the Terminology Congress 2006 — Termino-
logy and Society, and later revised and published as a book chapter (Foo
& Merkel, 2010).

In the paper we outline a process that starts with a bilingual, parallel,
patent document collection and endswith the a bilingual term list in OLIF
format. The following steps are described:

1. Grammatical analysis and interactive training of word alignment
2. Full text automatic bilingual alignment
3. Type aggregation and database storage
4. Term candidate detection, filtering, categorization and ranking
5. Revision and editing
6. Multi-user support and export to various formats

After the processes leading to and performing the bilingual word-align
ment are completed, aligned word-units are extracted and stored in a
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database, togetherwith contextual and relevant statistics. The data is also
structured so that word form variants are grouped and associated with a
single lemma form. Term candidates are selected using POS patterns and
then ranked using the Q-value metric (see 6.3). Using the IView software,
terminologists and domain experts can then process the term candidates,
before exporting them for actual use.

6.2 Automatic Extraction and Manual Validation
of Hierarchical Patent Terminology

Merkel, M., Foo, J., Andersson, M., Edholm, L., Gidlund, M., & Åsberg, S. (2009). Automatic
Extraction andManual Validation of Hierarchical Patent Terminology. In B. NistrupMadsen
& H. Erdman Thomsen (Eds.), NORDTERM 16. Ontologier og taksonomier. Rapport fra NORDTERM
2009. København, Danmark: Copenhagen Business School

The second paper is a continuation of the work presented in Foo and
Merkel (2010). This paper details the results and slightly modified pro-
cesses used in a full scale bilingual patent term extraction project. The
term extraction project progressed for the duration of 8 months, result-
ing in 750,000 term candidates which were processed manually. The final
result was 181,000 unique validated term pairs which were to be used in
a machine translation system for patent texts.

6.3 Terminology Extraction and Term Ranking
for Standardizing Term Banks

Merkel, M. & Foo, J. (2007). Terminology extraction and term ranking for standardizing
term banks. In J. Nivre, H.-J. Kaalep, K. Muischnek, & M. Koit (Eds.), Proceedings of the 16th
Nordic Conference of Computational Linguistics NODALIDA-2007. (Pp. 349–354). Tartu: University
of Tartu. HDL: 10062/2602

The thirdpaper describes how theQ-value, ametricwhichmeasures trans-
lation stability, can be used to successfully rank bilingual word-unit pairs
in awaywhich correlates with how likely it is that they are valid bilingual
term pairs. The Q-valuemetric is presented in equation 6.1, where s is the
source word-unit of the extracted bilingual pair, and t is the target word-
unit of the extracted bilingual pair. count(s, t) is the frequency of this
pair in the aligned data. ns is the number of different source word-units
si which have the translation t, and nt is the number of target word-units
tj which have the source word-unit s.

Q − value =
count(s, t)

ns + nt
(6.1)
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6.4 Using machine learning to perform
automatic term recognition

Foo, J. & Merkel, M. (2010). Using machine learning to perform automatic term recognition.
In N. Bel, B. Daille, & A. Vasiljevs (Eds.), Proceedings of the Workshop on Methods for automatic
acquisition of Language Resources and their evaluationmethods held in conjunction with the Seventh
International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC’10) (pp. 49–54)

The fourth paper contributing to this thesis was presented at the work-
shop for “Methods for automatic acquisition of Language Resources and
their evaluation methods” at LREC2010 (Foo & Merkel, 2010). This paper
presents a novel term extraction method using Ripper (Cohen, 1995), a
rule-induction learning system which uses supervised learning to pro-
duce human readable rules which can be used to classify data. Ripper
was applied to Swedish patent texts using manually validated terms as
to learn how to differentiate non-terms from potential terms. Skewness
of training data is a problem in term extraction due to the low propor-
tion of true terms among the n-grams of a corpus. In this paper we vary
the composition of the training data to find how this effects the perfor-
mance of the generated rules. The results were rules which had a maxi-
mum precision output of 78% (with a recall of 69.28%), and an optimum
precision/recall of 58.86%/100.0% for single-word-units (unigrams). The
results for two-word-units (bi-grams) was not usable. The reason for this
was the small amount of training data available and the lack of two-word-
unit terms in Swedish, as Swedish is a compounding language (1.6% of the
terms were two-word-units in Swedish).

6.5 Exploring termhood using language models

Foo, J. (2011). Exploring termhood using language models. In T. Gornostay & A. Vasiljevs
(Eds.), Proceedings of the NODALIDA 2011Workshop Creation, Harmonization and Application of Ter-
minology Resources (CHAT2010) (Vol. 12, pp. 32–35). NEALT Proceedings Series. Northern Eu-
ropean Association for Language Technology (NEALT). HDL: 10062/17276

The fifth and final paper contributing to this thesis was presented at the
workshop on Creation, Harmonization and Application of Terminology
Resources (CHAT2011) at the 18th Nordic Conference of Computational
Linguistics (NODALIDA2011) (Foo, 2011). In this paper, a novel approach
using SVM machine learning and contrastive language models, was used
to identify possible terminologicalword-units amongword-sequences ex-
tracted form patent texts using linguistic patterns (POS-patterns).

Theword-unitswere annotatedusing statistical data from thepatent texts,
as well as probability scores calculated using two n-gram language mod-
els. One model was built using the patent texts, the second built using
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a general language corpora (BNC). The experiment resulted in an SVM
which could identify termswith a precision of 66.4% and a recall of 88.0%.
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7 Discussion

The published book chapter (Foo & Merkel, 2010) which is part of this
thesis describes one of the first projects I was involved in within the field
of Computational Terminology Management and was presented at the
2006 Terminology Congress held in Antwerp. Attending this conference
made me conscious about various issues connected to terminology man-
agement in general, and helpedme put the work we had done in perspec-
tive.

One aspect of terminology management that I was made aware of at this
conference, and one that I have continued to appreciate during my re-
search, is that the practical need for terminological resources and ter-
minology management is very heterogeneous. The medical domain for
example contains an enormous wealth of existing terminology and the
terminology is laden with the history of the evolution of medical science.
This historical aspect makes prescribing new terms and deprecating old
ones rather complex and not without resistance. Other specialized do-
mains, for example an emerging technical field such as tablet computing,
are much smaller and texts available as source material for terminology
work are both less in number and less mature/stable.

These two examples show some of the variation that can be found regard-
ing the properties of different domains where terminology management
may be needed. Terminologists and domain experts have dealt with the
problems associated with these domain properties, but the field of Com-
putational Terminology Management (CTM) has only started to map the
landscape.

The research presented in this thesis is in a sense twofold. One part con-
cerns the use of a bilingual, corpus driven, semi-automatic terminology
extraction work-flow using specialized software. The second part con-
cerns how machine learning can be used in the field of Automatic Term
Extraction (ATE). In this chapter I wish to describe the link between these
two parts, and why both are important for future research within CTM.
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7. Discussion

7.1 The relationship between monolingual and
bilingual ATE

The first three papers deal with bilingual (English-Swedish) term extrac-
tionperformedusing the align-extract approach andmainly concernprac-
tical methodological issues rather than technical ATE issues. The term
candidate pair selection model used in these papers is based on a single
language (see 4.5. In other words, the extraction algorithm employed is
technically monolingual, but applied to bilingual, word-aligned data. Us-
ing this approach, research done on monolingual term extraction can be
immediately applied to bilingual term extraction. This also means that
provided that parallel, bilingual data exists, it is possible to apply ATE to
languages for which no monolingual ATE system is configured.

Bilingual data differs from monolingual data with regard to one central
and fundamental property — it is bilingual, which also means that all an-
notations can also be bilingual, increasing the amount of information we
have by 100%. For statistical methods, more data often means better re-
sults. However, very little research on the leverage bilingual data can pro-
vide over only having monolingual data has been done.

7.2 Multilingual ATE

Although some research claims to performmultilingual term extraction,
no current research has been done on term extraction from more than
two languages in parallel. Tufis, Barbu, and Ion (2004) perform extraction
on multiple language pairs, but the extraction is always performed pair-
wise. What multilingual term extraction means however is a matter of
interpretation. There are at least four interpretations of what multilin-
gual can refer to:

1. the method is not language specific, i.e. applying the same extrac-
tion method to several languages, e.g. Hippisley, Cheng, and Ah-
mad (2005)

2. the output resource contains sections in different languages, e.g.
packaging several independent resources in different languages to-
gether

3. the output units contain equivalents in more than one language,
e.g. a bilingual dictionary

4. the extraction method examines more than one language at the
time

Inmy opinion, the descriptor “multilingual” should only be appliedwhen
three or more languages are involved. If two languages are involved, the
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term bilingual ismuchmore precise. Furthermore,multilingual term extrac-
tion should be reserved for term extraction methods that take three or
more languages into account during the extraction process. If the extrac-
tion method is monolingual or bilingual and the output contains three
or more languages, it is more precise to describe the process as monolin-
gual/bilingual term extraction with multilingual output. The descriptor
multilingual should not be attributed to resources only containing inde-
pendent sections in three or more languages.

7.3 Evaluating ATE performance

A problem in the current field of term extraction is the lack of standard-
ized test sets. The result is that different researchers use different test
sets which makes comparing the performance of different systems diffi-
cult. The method used to test the performance may also differ to some
degree, further complicating the matter. Comparative studies, such as
Zhang et al. (2008) have provided valuable information on performance
of methods in comparable testing environments. Due to the lack of avail-
able gold standard resources and standardized evaluation methods, it is
difficult to evaluate the performance of a new method compared with a
previous one. The lack of freely available implementations of the various
methods also pose an obstacle to comparing results.

7.3.1 What should be evaluated?

Since ATE is not a single task, but rather a pipeline of tasks, there are
many possibilities to what can be evaluated. Also, given that there are
many uses for the output from a ATE process, there are also many ways
to evaluate, i.e. different uses may consider different aspects to be more
or less important.

When using ATE methods to extract the most important terms in a text,
recall is not that important. However, when using ATE to create a com-
plete terminology, recall is of the utmost importance. In the comparison
performed by Zhang et al. (2008), the evaluation provided is given as pre-
cision for the n first extracted units. Such a comparison is useful when
comparing a limited set of methods in a paper, but as a contribution to
the research field in general, this is less useful, especially when the exact
corpus and term list used to determine precision is not available to other
researchers.

Also, as with all complex systems, the final result is the combined effort
of all participating parts.With a system that uses a pipeline approach, the
results cannever be better than theweakest link (or pipe). For example, in
a statistically enhanced ATE system, the recall of the final output, cannot
rise above that which is possible with the results of linguistic filtering.
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Figure 7.1: Bar chart of the series of confusion matrices for Swedish single word
term extraction in sub-domain A42B (Foo & Merkel, 2010)

The precision may increase in later steps, but the recall is decided by the
output from the initial linguistic filtering — which in turn depends on
the tagger used to annotate the texts. An ideal evaluation method for all
complex systems would be amethod which illuminates the contributions
of each subsystem, but as one can imagine, such an evaluation will also
be very tedious.

Precision and recall

In the case of term extraction the most obvious facets of evaluation are
precision and recall. However, it is necessary to also evaluate the number
of false and true positives, and the number of false and true negatives.
If the bulk of the precision is derived from true negatives, the method in
itself is not productive enough to be of use. Also, false negatives aremuch
less desirable then false positives, as false negatives reduce the recall of
the system. In a setting of term candidate production, a higher recall with
a reduced precision is more useful than a higher precision with a reduced
recall.

For example in Foo andMerkel (2010), an experiment to examine the per-
formance of Swedish term extraction rules which were generated using
Ripper, a rule induction machine learning system, was conducted. The
test results of the single word extraction rules can be seen in figures 7.1
and 7.2. As mentioned earlier, the “yield” of ATE is the number or per-
centage of true positives and the cost of precision is the amount of false
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Figure 7.2: Line diagram of precision and recall for Swedish single word term
extraction in sub-domain A42B (Foo & Merkel, 2010)

negatives, i.e. units which are terms but are discarded as errors.

7.4 Capturing Termhood

As described in the background (section 4.3), termhood is a problematic
measure. What I mean by that statement is that the definition given by
Kageura Kageura and Umino (1996), “The degree to which a stable lexical
unit is related to some domain-specific concepts.”, describes a construc-
ted property which in the ideal case also can bemeasured and quantified,
or at least detected. Whether or not it is actually possible to produce a
100% accurate termhood measure remains to be seen.

To this date, there has been no way to accurately define what a term is,
and even domain experts can differ in opinion. No necessary and suffi-
cient condition has been found which can be used to determine whether
or not a specific single or multi-word unit is a term in a specific domain.
All the properties (both quantitative and qualitative) of terms that are
mentioned in conjunction with the reviewed methods, are neither neces-
sary, nor sufficient.

For example, it is true that terms often are noun phrases, but not all noun
phrases are terms, nor are all terms noun phrases. Likewise, it is true
that high frequency noun phrases aremore likely to be terms in technical
texts, but all high frequency noun phrases are not necessarily terms. An
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even more subtle question one may ask is if e.g. noun phrases which oc-
cur significantly more often in certain domain compared to another do-
main by necessity are terms? A terminologist’s answer would be “No.”, as
though a term candidate may exhibit domain-specific distribution com-
pared with a general language corpus, the term candidate may actually
belong to a parent domain or a related domain.

There is also another side to the definition of termhood which is in most
cases not discussed when presenting various termhood measurements;
to know whether or not a term is related to a domain-specific concept,
do we not need to know which the domain-specific concepts are? That
is, another way of approaching the problem would be to have existing
definitions which we try to extract and map terms to.

Term extraction is an applied research field which focuses on concrete
tasks such as finding candidate terms to build a terminology for a spe-
cific domain. In such a field, compared to a more theoretical field such as
lexical semantics, I believe that the emergence of a more pragmatically
oriented tradition is often the case. For example, none of the reviewed
methods provide a combined recall and precision of 100 per cent, but they
do deliver results which are usable, so even though the metric used does
not model exact definition of termhood, the output of a system employ-
ing the metric corresponds well enough with the intended output to be
useful.

7.4.1 Beware of the other terms

As mentioned in section 4.1, it is important to realize that all research
focused on “terms” is not directly related to terminology. For example,
Wong and Liu (2008) have a sectionwhere they summarize different char-
acteristics and definitions of “terms”. However, they do not distinguish
between research that focuses on term extraction within information re-
trieval and research on termextraction related to terminologywork. Among
the term definitions and descriptions mentioned in their work, they in-
clude the quote “terms tend to clump together” citing Bookstein, Klein,
and Raita (1998). The exact quote (Bookstein et al., 1998, p. 3) is provided
below.

The assumption underlying this paper is that occurrences of a term
sensitive to content will have a greater tendency to clump, or oc-
cur in the same textual neighborhood, than those of non-content-
bearing terms.

First of all, it is clear that the clumping properties of “terms” is an as-
sumption made by Bookstein et al. Secondly, the term “clump”, is a term
which is also used in general language, eliciting associations of what it
might mean. Bookstein et al. (1998, p. 3) describe clumping as follows;
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“Traditional clustering gathers items together which have shared fea-
tures. [clumping, or serial clustering can be described as] when passages
containing a term appear surprisingly close together”. Remember that a
“term”within Information Retrieval (IR) is not necessarily connected to a
domain-specific concept. However, Bookstein et al. and other researchers
within IR talk about content-bearing terms which should be interpreted
froman information science perspective, rather than a semantic perspec-
tive. For example, theword “computer”may be regarded as non-content-
bearing within IR in a document collection from the Computer Science
domain, as explained in Bookstein et al. (1998, p. 2):

For example, the word computer may distinguish books on Com-
puter Science from other books in a general collection, but may
not be useful for retrieval purposes within a collection restricted
to material in Computer Science.

A term extraction method for terminology creation which was construc-
ted to exclude a word such as “computer” from the domain of Computer
Science would not be a goodmethod. However, from an IR retrieval point
of view, this makes sense, since the indexing the “term” does improve
the ability to distinguish between two documents in the domain. As the
widely used tf-idf metric (Manning, Raghavan, et al., 2008, p. 109) from IR
works in exactly this way, using the tf-idf metric to perform ATE in the
context of terminology is a bad idea.

The point of this example has not been to diminish the relevance of re-
search within IR, but rather to highlight that there is sometimes a need
for modification or adaptation of methods which are to be used to fa-
cilitate e.g. terminology creation. One example of this is the Contrastive
Weight metric as described in sub-section 4.8.2, which in fact is, an adap-
tation of the tf-idf metric.

7.4.2 Multi-word units in compounding languages

Results and data presented in Foo and Merkel (2010) show that terms in
Swedish, which is a compounding language, does not have the same dis-
tribution of word-unit length as English. This same observation was also
made in Kokkinakis and Gerdin (2010). The composition of the validated
terms for the two patent sub-domains used in Foo and Merkel (2010) can
be seen in table 7.1.

Single-word terms are not a problem per se, but if this feature of a com-
pounding language results in a drop in precision compared with non-
compounding languages, this is a problem.

To solve this problem, there are at least two possibilities. The first in-
volves using bilingual term extraction. This approach, as briefly noted in
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Sub-domain A42B Sub-domain A61G
percent count percent count

1-word terms 98.45% 570 98.41% 1240
2-word terms 1.55% 9 1.59% 20
3-word terms 0.00% 0 0.00% 0

Table 7.1: Term length distribution for validated terms used in Foo and Merkel
(2010)

section 4.5 uses a one-sided selection to leverage monolingual term ex-
traction of e.g. English termswhere compounds remain as separatewords
to find the compounded equivalents in the target language. The second
possibility is to apply a de-compounding algorithm to the corpus and split
the compound single-word-unit terms into multi-word-unit terms what
can be found using linguistic filters. This second method however intro-
duces the problem of combining the words that have been compounded
when presenting the final product.
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8 Future research

This thesis has been concerned with Computational Terminology (CT) in
general, and more specifically with methods for Automatic Term Extrac-
tion (ATE) and can hopefully contribute to a better understanding of lin-
guistic, statistic and distributional patterns of terms. The methods pre-
sented however, need to be implemented in systems which can actually
facilitate e.g. terminology work and terminology management.

In this chapter, I will present the context of Computational Terminology
Management where methods such as those put forward in this thesis can
be used as building blocks in a larger scheme.

8.1 Computational Terminology Management

Computational Terminology Management (CTM) is a relatively new re-
search field which can be seen as a kind of new intersection between sev-
eral research areas. The roots of the field lie in Terminology Management
which is described by Wright and Budin (1997) as “any deliberate manip-
ulation of terminological information”.

In CTM, computational methods are applied to tasks and activities in Ter-
minology Management in order to empower people working with termi-
nologies to do their work in a more rewarding and efficient way.

It is my opinion that CTM-related activities can be divided further into
three groups; 1) terminology creation, 2) terminology maintenance and 3) ter-
minology use. CT (without the Management) is a very closely related field,
which can be said to be a subfield of CTM. Bourigault, Jacquemin, et al.
(2001) describes CT as a fieldmainly concerned with term extraction, and
organizing and structuring the extracted term candidates. These activi-
ties are part of CTM but CTM covers a lot more.

The contribution of this thesis is mainly related to terminology creation,
but the contribution should be put into the context of CTM.
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8.1.1 Terminology Creation

The first group, terminology creation, concerns a) discovering concepts and
their terms in a specific domain, b) defining them and c) organizing these
concepts and terms into a terminological system.Wright andBudin (1997)
talks about term selection in the context of non-computational termino-
logymanagementwhere the humans can select terms found in a relevant,
domain-specific collection of documents.

8.1.2 Terminology Maintenance

The group called terminology maintenance includes the tasks that have to
be performed once a terminology has been created. These tasks include

• adding new admitted or forbidden terms to a concept
• checking the terminology for inconsistencies
• adding new concepts and terms to the existing terminology
• terminology harmonization

The first example, adding a new admitted or forbidden term to a concept,
relates to updating an existing terminology with new data. One scenario
is that during quality assurance of company documentation, a new Term
Candidate (TC) is found — a possible terminological unit which does not
exist in the term bank. The terminology manager or terminologist now
needs to check if there are any related concepts in the term bank. If the
concept which the TC refers to exists, it must now be decided what to do
with the TC. If it is found to be useful to have a synonym, the TC may be
given the status of admitted. If using a synonym is found to be confusing,
the TC will be given the status forbidden.

The task of checking if there are related concepts can be facilitated by
using computational methods such as clustering or latent semantic anal-
ysis togetherwith software applicationswhichdisplay the output of these
methods in an accessible way.

8.1.3 Terminology Use

Once there exists a terminology, it needs to be made available in a ade-
quate way with regard to the context in which it is needed. Examples of
such contexts are

• writing technical documentation
• learning a new specialized domain
• terminology lookup for a non-domain-expert
• quality assurance of terminology use in texts
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• updating existing documents to reflect changes in the terminology

The specific requirements for these contexts are very different, as are
the tools used in the specific situations. To be able to provide the best
user experience with regard to the value of having a terminology, it is
essential to consider the conditions under which the terminology is to be
used.

Terminology use when producing technical documentation

In technical documentation, it is important to use a non-ambiguous lan-
guage, i.e. strive to use one term for each concept. This task is greatly
facilitated by having integrated terminology support in the software the
writer is using. Only having the terminology available for lookup in e.g.
printed form, is a great hindrance to actually using it when writing.

Another use case for technical documentation is quality assurance of ex-
isting documentation. This is in principle the same undertaking as when
providing support while writing, but applied to a set of existing docu-
ments. What sets the two tasks apart is the interface and level of interac-
tivity. In the case of author assistance, we should provide an interactive
experience. In the case of quality assurance, we should provide a report
and a way of acting on the issues reported.

Updating documentation with terminology revisions

Another context where computational methods can facilitate termino-
logy use is when a terminology has been revised and certain terms have
been deprecated.When termshave been deprecated, it is necessary to up-
date any documentation which uses these terms to use admitted terms
instead. This can in the worse case be a very tedious task, requiring all
changes to be made manually, but with the proper integration between
the term bank and the Content Management System (CMS), this can be-
come an automated process.

8.2 Possible directions

This section outlines possible directions for future research with regard
to the results presented in this thesis and the broader context of CTM.

Refinement of machine learning and language model use

The experiments using Machine Learning (ML) to automatically config-
ureATE systemshas shownpromise given the early stages of the research.
Theobviousnext step is to enhance the features available to theML frame-
work to include scores calculated using existing termhood, unithood, and
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8. Future research

contrastivemeasures such as those reviewed in chapter 4. Another possi-
ble expansion of the feature space is to include bilingual data to perform
monolingual term extraction.

Regarding the novel techniques using languagemodels, one direction for
future research is to interpret existing metrics such as the Weirdness
metric (sub-section 4.8.1) or the C-value/NC-value (sub-section 4.7.4) to
use values derived from a language model rather than raw frequency
counts. Smoothed languagemodels provide an additional level of flexibil-
ity as they can also accommodate unseen word-units to a certain extent.

Also, as ATE methods start to use an increasing amount of contrastive
data, n-gram language models could serve as a way share corpus data
without having to provide access to the full text of the corpus in the case
that this is problematic. The languagemodels themselves also are smaller
in size, which is in it self not a critical issue in this day and age, but could
be beneficial in certain cases.

Term extraction for compounding languages using using
decompounding strategies

One issue which is highlighted by the study presented in Foo and Merkel
(2010) was that in a compounding language, such as Swedish, there are
more single-word terms than multi-word terms. A brief analysis of the
terms used in Foo and Merkel (2010) revealed that 27.95% of the single-
word terms were compounds. What would be interesting to examine is
whether compoundedwords aremoreprobable to be termsornot. Lefever
et al. (2009) tried to increase recall by decompounding Dutchwords when
performing French-Dutch1 bilingual term extraction. The results indi-
cated that the approachwasmarginally successful. Decompounding com-
pound words to be able to apply unithood measures is not really neces-
sary since the compound itself is evidence of unithood.

Tools for terminology creation

Besides providing ATE algorithms and tools, use of computational meth-
ods and computers can be used to aggregate and present contextual and
relational information together with e.g. term candidates. For example
the tool developed and used in Foo andMerkel (2010), Merkel et al. (2009)
also displayed the textual context in which the potential terms were ex-
tracted from. Using such information, the domain experts and terminol-
ogists working with the data could make better informed decisions re-
garding the term status of the word unit compared with only viewing the
word unit out of context.

1Compound words are relatively rare in French, but common in Dutch.
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Another issue in terminology creation is finding relationships between
termcandidates. Themost commonoutput fromATE algorithms is a plain
list of ordered term candidates. In such a list, it is difficult for the term-
inologist to examine related terms which must be considered when per-
forming concept analysis. A list is also an ill-suited representationwhen it
is necessary to move between different levels of information granularity
for large data sets.

A reasonable solution to these problems related to navigating and ana-
lyzing ATE output data is do research how to design software which can
help terminologists in these tasks. For example, when dealing with bilin-
gually extracted data, a list representation of extracted terms such as the
one used in IView (Foo & Merkel, 2010; Merkel et al., 2009), cannot visu-
alize the translation graph which a certain term is part of. These kinds of
relationships are important to consider when deciding e.g. on which can-
didates should be preferred and which candidates should be forbidden.

Tools for terminology maintenance

Finally, better tools and methods for performing terminology mainte-
nance need to be researched and developed. The ATEmethods presented
here are tailored towards large scale term extraction processes which are
typically performed to gather data for the terminology creation phase.
However, a terminology must be maintained, and eventually, more time
will be spent on maintaining a terminology compared to creating it.

The typical maintenance scenario is to update an existing terminology
with terms from documents not present in the original term extraction
corpus. One problem which we are faced with here is that there is less
data to calculate statistics on. Another problem is that we need to find
how the newly discovered terms are related to the existing concepts in
the terminology. What computational methods can we use to perform
such a search?

8.3 Summary

This thesis has presented the area of bothmonolingual and bilingual ATE.
The contributions have shown that for ATE to be useful, it has to be part of
a workflow, i.e. it is necessary to have access to the right tools to process
the output of an ATE algorithm. The development of such tools, which
use computational methods to e.g. analyze relationships between output
data is therefore one possible direction for future research. Furthermore,
ML techniques have been successfully applied to two subtasks within ATE
prompting further studies to investigate how the approach can be re-
fined. Finally, the use of smoothed languagemodels as a source for statis-
tical measures can also be investigated further.
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